
Y6 PE Knowledge Check
Tennis 

Which of the 4 major Championships is held in London? 

PE@Chesswood

What direction do you serve in? 

If the score is 15-40 which player is winning? (Server or returner)

What is it called when you hit the ball without it bouncing? 



Y6 PE Knowledge Check
Tennis 

How many forehands in this rally?

PE@Chesswood



Y6 PE Knowledge
Athletics 

Xxxxxx is the ability to accelerate, change direction easily. 

PE@Chesswood

As Mo Farah runs long distances, he has very good xxxxxxx? 

Why was this a failed attempt?



Y6 PE Knowledge
PE@Chesswood

Watch the runner in lane 4 – does she use the same lead leg to take each 

hurdle?  

As a shot putter you need lots of xxxxxxx power? 



Y6 PE Knowledge Check
Striking and Fielding 

How many balls in an over in cricket? 

PE@Chesswood

Does the ball have to bounce in a cricket bowl? 

When bowling in rounders the ball must be below the batter’s head and above 

where, as it enters the batting square? 

Batters run on the inside or outside of posts in rounders? 

Which of these is an actual cricket ground?

a) Lords b) Knights c) Kings  



Y6 Answers
Tennis 

Which of the 4 major Championships is held in London? 

PE@Chesswood

What direction do you serve in? 

If the score is 15-40 which player is winning? (Server or returner)

What is it called when you hit the ball without it bouncing? 

Wimbledon

Diagonal 

Returner 

Volley 

How many forehands in this rally?

4 



Y6 Answers
Athletics 

PE@Chesswood

Xxxxxx is the ability to accelerate, change direction easily. 

As Mo Farah runs long distances, he has very good xxxxxxx? 

Why was this a failed attempt?

Agility 

Stamina  

As a shot putter you need lots of xxxxxxxxx power? 

Explosive

Watch the runner in lane 4 – does she use the same lead leg to take each 

hurdle?  Yes – her left leg  



Y6 Answers
Striking and Fielding 

How many balls in an over in cricket? 

PE@Chesswood

Does the ball have to bounce in a cricket bowl? 

When bowling in rounders the ball must be below the batter’s head and above 

where, as it enters the batting square? 

Batters run on the inside or outside of posts in rounders? 

Which of these is an actual cricket ground?

a) Lords b) Knights  c) Kings  

6

No but must arrive at the better below their waist 

Knee 

Outside 

Lords – the home of Cricket 


